XVI INTERNATIONAL ROTIFER SYMPOSIUM ZAGREB Spt. 2022
Workshop: How to Get Nice Rotifer Images

Image processing with Photoshop

by Michael Plewka

00 ECI_Monitortest (1)
To check the monitor of your computer/ tablet:
1.

Open the image: „ECI Monitortest“

2.

This is for testing your computer monitor.
You computer should be able to show the letters in the
upper left (black) and right (white) area.

01 positioning, crop (1)
01.1. Positioning
1.

Open the image: „Cephalodella_4182.jpg“

2.

Turn the image according to the options available:
(You should consider which format (upright or
horizontal) you will use the image later.)
In PS: >>>Image >> Image Rotation

01 positioning, crop (1)
01.2. Crop
1.

When you have positioned the image as you like, draw a
frame with the mouse and crop the image:
In PS: >>>Image >> Crop

2.

The result looks like this:

02 Tools
The clone.
Working with image processing always means to add or
remove something in the image. Because the image looks like this
you might now fill the missing part with a neutral background:
2.

In PS: >>> you have this toolbox with these tools:

2.

select the clone

02 Tools
1.

For the size and form chop there are many options which you
will find in the upper left corner

2.

we only need the upper row of options:

3.

choose a soft clone. Choose opacity: 100%
After processing the image should look like this:

4.

save your edited image

02 Tools
The eraser

another tool that will be used in this workshop very often is the eraser.
It has the same options for the shape, and also in most cases the soft
shapes will be used:

3

Working With Histograms (1)

Finding a histogram in your app
1.

Open the image: „deBeauchamp.tiﬀ“

2.

Look for a histogram.
In PS: >>>image >> Adjustments>> Levels

3.

The histogram should look like this:

03 Working With Histograms (2)
Analyzing histograms
1.

Open the synthetic image: „Verlauf 1bit+1.tiﬀ“

2.

What does the histogram look like?
Explain the shape of the histogram!

3.

Open the synthetic image: „Verlauf 2bit+1.tiﬀ“

4.

What does the histogram look like?

1bit+1

Explain the diﬀerent shapes of the histograms!

2bit+1
5.

Open the synthetic image: „Verlauf 2bit+1_mod.tiﬀ“

6.

What does the histogram look like?
Explain the diﬀerent shape of the histogram in
comparison to the previous !

2bit+1mod

03 Working With Histograms (3)
Analyzing histograms
7.

You may open the additional synthetic images and
compare the histograms.

3bit+1

4bit+1

8.

Is your computer monitor able to resolve the diﬀerent
brightness of the vertical stripes in the „7+1“ image?

7bit+1

03 Working With Histograms (4)
Analyzing images with histograms
7.

Explain the shape of the histograms of the
images!

8.

explain the histogram in the green areas!

9.

Do you think the exposure quality is acceptable in the
five images?

04 contrast / tonal range
Changing the tonal range
1.

Open the image: „Cephalodella forficata_X.jpg“

2.

Look for a histogram.
In PS: >>>image >> Adjustments>> Levels

3.

Now move the positions of the black and white triangles
to the position marked by the grey arrows.
Black triangle: 0 => 36; white triangle: 255 =>186

4.1. Result conc. the image quality ?
4.2. Result conc. the histograms ?
5.

now the tonal range is spread to the optimum.
This also enhances the contrast of the image.

6.

you can play a little with all 3 triangles and see how the image
changes. If you set for example the left triangle to 100 and the
right to 155 you will see that the image gets more contrast, but
also areas which are over- or underexposed.

7.

Do not save the edits!

04 contrast / tonal range
Changing the contrast by gradiation
1.

After correction of the tonal range (see page before) the
contrast can be further optimized.

2.

Open the image: „Cephalodella forficata_X.jpg“ again or take
the previous edited version.

3.

Look for a histogram:
In PS: >>>Image >> Adjustments>> „Curves“

4.

the diagram looks like this

5.

With the mouse you can manuipulate the diagonal line (=
gradiation curve; marked red here).
An S-shaped curve is appropriate.

6.1. Result conc. the image quality ?
6.2. Result conc. the histograms ?
7.

“Levels” and “Curves” enhance the contrast

of an image

04 contrast / tonal range
Changing the contrast by gradiation
1.

The result of the gradiation curve may look like this

2.

a closer look shows that some details are overexposed.

3.

So here are some workarounds.

05 Layers (1)
Make a new layer (1)
1.

Open the image: „Cephalodella forficata.jpg“

2.

Go to (PS) >>>window >> layers

3.

you should have the following >>>>>>>>>>>

4.

The „layer” window looks like this:

5.

you may rename the „background“ to
„Cephalodella orig.“

>>>>>>

05 Layers (2)
Make a new layer
1.

Go to (PS) >>>layer>> duplicate layer

2.

you should have the following >>>>>>>>>>>

3.

The „layer window now looks like this>>>>>>>

4.

You can make as many layers as you have
memory in the computer

05 Layers (3)
Editing layers with eraser (1)
1.

by clicking on the layer in the „layer“ window
you select the layer you want to edit. In PS it is
highlighted blue

2.

you can edit the selected layer in many
parameters (not all !!!!) without aﬀecting the
other layers

3.

just for demonstrating the eﬀect of the
„eraser“-tool:
change the color of the selected layer
„Cephalodella orig. Kopie“ by the
following:
3.1. image >>> adjustments >>> channel
mixer
3.2. move the triangle to -100% as shown by
the red arrow

4.

the result:

05 Layers (4)
Editing layers with eraser (2)
5.

just for demonstrating the eﬀect of the
„eraser“-tool:
5.1. click on the eraser tool in the menu bar
(green arrow)

opacity

5.2. select a certain eraser by clicking on the
field marked by the red arrow. In the
menu you may chose the
size (in pixel) and the
hardness/ softness of the eraser .
5.4. set the opactity to 100%.
(in later image processing this may be set
to other values)
5.4. see the eﬀect of the eraser
soft vs. hard
55. use the mouse to see how it works

Eraser tool

04 Layers (5)
Combining layers (math)
4.

just before we had an image with two layers.
Now we focus on the powerful function of
these two parameters for combining layers:
4.1. You can vary the amount of the eﬀect
with „opacity“ from 0-100%
4.2. there are many options for the method
of how the layers are combined (blue
arrow).
4.3. try out some methods and see what
happens, just for curiosity
4.4. for the rest of the workshop we will use
only : „normal“ and „linear light“

5.

The eraser tool enables the very
diﬀerentiated combination of two layers.

06 Layers (6)
Combining layers permanent
5.

when you are satisfied with the combination of
2 (or more) layers you can make the
combination permanent:
>>>Layer>> merge down

06 Layers (7)
Using layers for gradiation curve corrections
1.

you now know all the tools/ techniques to
correct over or underexposed parts in the
image.

2.

either you can delete the previosly combined
layers by clicking here
or
you delete the image (without saving!! and
load „Cephalodella 4182“ again. You have one
layer (layer 1)

3.

duplicate the layer (>> layer 2) (for safety:
duplicate once more >> layer 3)

4.

make gradiation curve in upper layer 3 (which
must be highlighted blue) with
minor overexposed areas.

5.

take a soft eraser tool of appropriate size and
≈± 10% opacity and start erasing these areas in
layer 3. parts of layer 2 become visible

6.

when finished: merge down layer 3 + layer 2

7.

by clicking on the „eye“ you can compare the
edited image with the original

07 HiPass Filtering (1)
07
HiPass
Filtering
Making
a HighPass
is easy(1)
1.

open: „Euchlanis dilatata“

2.

duplicate layer >>>name it: „HiPass“

3.

edit the new layer:
menu: „Filter“ >> “other” >> „High Pass“

4.

the only parameter is „Radius“
chose : 11

5.

after filtering the layer looks like this
(you may also look at the histograms of both layers
and see the diﬀerence!)

07 HiPass Filtering (2)
Using the Hipass to remove background gradients
1.

continue with the image

2.

duplicate the background layer >>
„background copy“

3.

and drag and drop „background copy“ to the
top layer

5.

take a soft eraser with size ≈ 400 pixel and
„opacity“ =100% and erase the outer parts
of the layer/image (except the rotifer).

6.

Result: the gradient in the background is
removed. The image looks like this >>>>>>>

7.

combine all layers :
>>>Layer>> merge down

8. This method can be used for many situations to clean the background of an image! Depending on the filter
frequency the cilia of the rotifers are kept nearly untouched.

07 HiPass Filtering (3)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (brute force) (1)
we will now use the methods introduced before to
contrast enhance an image.
1.

open: ML_full_600

2.

duplicate the background layer 2x
>>

„background copy“ /
„background copy 2“

3.

HighPass the layer „background copy 2“
„Filter“ >> “other” >> „High Pass“

(For the sake of curiosity: „play“ with the
„radius“ parameter and see how the image
changes)

radius: 2

radius: 11

radius: 256

07 HiPass Filtering (4)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (brute force) (2)
5.

now we combine the layer: „Hintergrund
Kopie 2“ and
„Hintergrund Kopie“
(see „layers 5“)

6.

we take option: „Linear Light“
(The combination of the layers „background
copy“ and „background“ is not aﬀected by
this.

04 HiPass Filtering (5)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (brute force) (3)
7.

we get this: enhancement; but also artifacts

Halo

8.

by pressing the „eye“-field you can activate/
deactivate the corresponding layer. By
deactivating you see the image without the
influence of layer „Hintergrund Kopie 2“

04 combining Highpass and lowpass filter (1)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (Version 2)
1.

start with „ ML_full_600 “ and make 3 layers
all layers “normal light”

2

select & edit layer 3 (Background Layer 2):

3.

go to „image>> adjustments>>>levels“

and

set this value to 127

04 combining Highpass and lowpass filter (2)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (Version 2)
4.

Highpass filter layer 3;
„Filter“ >> “other” >> „High Pass“
value: 5 pixel

5.

convert layer 3 to greyscale by
>>>image>>>adjustments>>>vibrance
>>> saturation -100%

6.

make Layer 3 unvisible (eyspot).
The layer „background copy“ becomes visible
Select layer 2 („background copy“) by clicking
on it. (is „highlighted“ in blue now).

Low-Pass („Blur”)
original

04 combining Highpass and lowpass filter (3)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (Version 2)
7.

lowpass filter layer 2:
Filter >> Blur >> Gaussian Blur.
Like in the highpass filter there is only one parameter:
x pixel.
Set the same as in the highpass filter: 5 pixel
The image is blurred now, i.e. the result is an
image without high frequencies

8.

Layer 3 and 2 must be combined by
„linear light“ (100%):

9.

make Layer 3 visible again (eyspot) and select
layer 3 (highlighted blue)

10. now set the filling method to “linear light” (100%)

Hipass
LoPass
original

11. combine layer 3+2 (Layer>> Merge Down)

04 HiPass Filtering (10)
Using the Hipass to contrast enhance an image (Version 2)
15. Now layer: „background copy “ is the combination of
the two previously edited layers. By activating /
deactivating these combined layers you can compare
your image processing with the original image in the
“background” layer.
There should be no diﬀerence visible.
16. Conclusion:
16.1.Combining highpass filtered and a lowpass
filtered version of an image filtered with the same
dimensions of parameters results in the same
image.
16.2.by separating the low and high frequencies of an
image in two diﬀerent layers you can edit certain
parameters of the image independently.

Using the Hipass to sharpen an image (Version 2)

04 sharpening with HiPass Filtering (9)
instead of step 04. 8.: „(Add layer 3 and 2)“
duplicate layer 3. you will get a sharpening eﬀect. Varying
opacity varies the strength of the sharpening.

Depending on the selected filter frequency for Low and
Highpass (i.e. pixel) you may vary if you have a fine
sharpening or a coarse sharpening.

04 HiPass Filtering (10)
Using the Hipass to minimize chromatic aberration
1. open the Euchlanis image (again).

You will realize that there are some color
fringes at the contrast lines like for example here:

04 HiPass Filtering (10)
Using the Hipass to minimize chromatic aberration
2.

repeat the steps of 4/6 and 4/7
but:
the filter frequency should for HP and LP be should
be ≈ 22 pixel .

3.

The image should now look like this:

04 HiPass Filtering (10)
Using the Hipass to minimize chromatic aberration
4.

repeat the steps you learned here:
4.1 Layer 3: go to „corrections >>
and select saturation: -100.

dynamics >>

4.2. tonal range : 127
4.3. HighPass Filter, now: 22 Pixel
4.3 Layer 2 Lowpass: 22 Pixel
4.4. Combine layer 2+3 (lineares licht)
4.5. compare with the original (eye) or move the
opacity slider

